CLASSIFICATION OF THAI CONSONANT NAMING USING THAI TONE
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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes the novel technique for separation of Thai consonant naming or consonant spelling using its tones. Consonant spelling is used for many applications such as a voice-actuated typewriter that helping to correct the confusable word in sound. Because fundamental frequency (F0) can be suitably used in tone classification for Thai speech recognition, which is tonal language of five patterns: mid, low, falling and rising. Consequently, classification of Thai consonant naming algorithm used F0 for distinguishing rising tone from mid tone. From the experiment result, we found that not only the level of F0 indicates tonality of sound but also considering flattening, rising, oscillation and continuity of F0 that are necessary for Thai tonal language. This paper shows performance of algorithm that classifies 996 sounds and yielding 1.72% error-rate.

1. INTRODUCTION
Recognition of spelled letters is essential for many real-world applications that deal with arbitrary names or addresses such as car navigation, automated directory assistance, call-routing devices [1] and the ticket booking. Moreover, spelling letter recognition is also used as complement to the existing speech recognition system. In Thai language, the name of persons, places and other organizations are specific names that can be written in many styles, but there have the same sounds. That’s why spelling recognition is indispensable for specifying correct name, which are applied in many applications and available for hand-busy, eye-busy, handicapped and novice person [2].

Thai syllables are composed of consonants, vowels and tone [3]. The smallest structure of sounds or syllables in Thai is composed of one vowel unit or one diphthong, one, two, or three consonants, and a tone. The structure can be represented with the structure as illustrated in Figure 1.

\[ S = C_i(C_f)V(V)(C_f) \]

Figure 1: Thai Syllable Structure

Where \( C_i \) is initial consonant, \( C_f \) is final consonant, \( V \) is vowel, and \( T \) is tone respectively.

Using neural networks (NN) for Thai vowels recognition is yielding 85.92% recognition rate [4]. For tones of Thai vowels recognition using hidden Markov model (HMM) is yielding 91% recognition rate [5]. But both of NN and HMM is not proper for consonant recognition consequently the data analysis is used for finding the causes of misclassification. According to Figure 1 if tone is changed, meaning is change too. Hence tone classification is the first tasks for consonant recognition. Firstly, the detail of Thai language structure is explained in the first section then the algorithm will be proposed with respect to the problem of classifying tone by F0.

2. STRUCTURE OF THAI LANGUAGE
Thai syllables are composed of consonants, vowels and tones [3]. There are five tones in Thai, mid (/0/), low (/1/), falling (/2/), high (/3/) and rising (/4/), whose characteristics are shown in Figure 2. Thai consonant naming can be spelled in many ways and it contains /@@/ vowel in every sound. This experiment performed using shortest names of Thai consonant speaker independent isolated word. All of these pronunciations of Thai consonants are composed of several pronunciations in rising tone (/4/) and the other are in mid tone (/0/). Thus, this paper proposes an idea of classify these consonants into 2 groups according to their tones by separating rising tone from mid tone. The feature is fundamental frequency (F0), which is computed from cepstral technique. Cepstral coefficients were extracted from every frame of consonant.

Database consists of 21 mid tones and 7 rising tones, which are listed in Table 1. Spelled by 20 males and 7 females comprised of 996 consonants name.

![Figure 2: Five Tonal Levels in Thai language [7]](image)
Table 1: 28 Thai consonants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tone</th>
<th>/k@/</th>
<th>/kh@/</th>
<th>/ng@/</th>
<th>/c@/</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mid Tone</td>
<td>/ch@/</td>
<td>/s@/</td>
<td>/j@/</td>
<td>/d@/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rising Tone</td>
<td>/p@/</td>
<td>/ph@/</td>
<td>/f@/</td>
<td>/m@/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>/r@/</td>
<td>/l@/</td>
<td>/w@/</td>
<td>/@@/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. CLASSIFIED TONE ALGORITHM

Generally, F0 should gradually increase if consonant is rising tone and F0 should flatten if it is mid tone [6]. This paper shows the problems of tone separated by F0 in the experiment result. For example, F0 in some mid tone increases at the end of frame (Figure 7) in spite of being rising tone; some data lose F0 in a short time (Figure 4), etc. Accordingly, two cases were employed in this algorithm. The first case was general case and the second was respected to experiment (ambiguous case). Thus, the algorithm can be divided into 4 steps. Step 1 was used for choosing the begin and the end of frame by considering continuity of F0. Step 2, smoothing data with respect to frequency and standard threshold were computed. Finally, the tone was decided by standard threshold. If sound is included in general case then calculate in step 3. If sound is included in ambiguous case then it will continue to calculate in step 4.

STEP1: Finding the begin and the end of frame

F0 value will be segmented in three parts that are the beginning, the middle and the end of a segment respectively.

1.1) The begin of frame (Begin frame) is determined from the first frame to 5/11 of entire frames. The F0 reference value is computed from the middle of a segment and is used for arrangement the level of F0 in higher level, equal level or lower level. In general case, the beginning of a segment was used for supported the decision that sound does rising tone shown in Figure 3. In ambiguous case the beginning of a segment is not significant when comparing to the end of a segment. So, Begin frame is chosen when F0 does not contain zero value more than 4 frames.

1.2) Finding the end of frame (End frame) is the same as 1.1), but it started from the last frame backed to middle frame. The End frame is chosen when F0 does not contain the concatenation of zero value more than 5 frames. The length of chosen frame from Begin frame to End frame must be more than 60 frames because shorten data is difficult to arrange the level in rising or flattening level. In Figure 3, if data was ignored at the end of a segment then chosen frames will be less than 60 frames and result will be flattening tone, which is wrong decision. These reasons show that F0 was lost in a short time therefore smoothing data will be computed in next step.

STEP2: Smoothing data depend on frequency by finding the begin and the end of frequency.

First, project the data will be projected into the frequency axis and the density of frequency will be measured then the range of frequency will be searched in which contains maximum density and contains zero value no longer than 25 Hz. Unrequired frequencies that does not include in chosen frequency will be rejected. Rejected data are replaced by the next frame and the End frame is decreased. F0 that losing in a short time shown in Figure 4 will be rejected too. Last, standard threshold value will be set as eq(1)-(3).

\[
\text{Chosen length} = \text{Begin frame} - \text{End frame} \quad (1) \\
\text{Reference frame} = \frac{2}{3} \times [\text{Chosen length}] \\
\text{Reference value} = \left\lfloor \frac{\text{Nr(Reference frame)}}{10} \right\rfloor \quad (3)
\]

Where \( \text{Nr(Reference frame)} \) are 10 frames summing values of F0 around the Reference frame.

STEP3: General case of F0

Strong rising: For all frames in the chosen range, the current frame is compared with the next frame. If F0 value increases in the next frame, this frame is called Increasing frame. If F0 value equals to the next frame, this frame is called Equality frame. If F0 value decreases in the next frame, this frame is called Decreasing frame. While the length of Increasing frame is more than 20% of Chosen frame length, F0 value of every frame is higher than the Reference value, maximum value of F0 minus
Reference value is more than 30 Hz, then this will be detected for rising tone as shown in Figure 3.

Rarely rising: Data gradually increases more significant than decrease and equal to the next frame. If the length of Increasing frame is more than 40% of Reference frame and the maximum value in the length of Increasing frame is more than 15 Hz then result will be rising tone as shown in Figure 5.

For every frame, from Reference frame to End frame, if Increasing frames or Equality frames are more than Decreasing frames then its slope will be calculated as eq(4).

\[ \text{slope} = \frac{\text{End frame} - \text{Reference frame}}{\text{chosen frame length}} \]  

If slope value is more than 2 Hz per frame, then it is classified as rising tone depicted as Figure 4, otherwise it is classified as mid tone.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The tonal separation result achieved 99.28% correctness on 996 consonant names, 829 training consonants and 168 testing consonants, which are spelled by 20 males and 7 females. These comprised of 44 pronunciations by 15 persons and 28 pronunciations by 12 persons. However, this algorithm can be improved when the number of Increasing frame, Decreasing frame and Equality frame will be considered ensemble into inequality condition. If the inequality in equation (5) is true then this consonant is rising tone as shown in Figure 9. This condition decreased 0.72% error rate.

\[ \text{Increasing frame} + \text{Decreasing frame} - \text{Equality frame} > 0.125 \times \text{chosen frame length} \]  

In this case, the data are rearranged because the level of frequency always change and are not incessant as shown in Figure 7 and 8 correspondingly. As a result, considering the important data and rejecting undesired data are computed from Reference frame to End frame. The frame that F0’s value differs from concatenated frame more than 20 Hz is rejected (only keep the continuity of F0).
5. CONCLUSIONS

General case in step 3 was used for sound that have not problem. Contrast to step 4 that was used for ambiguous case, which always have many problems.

From misclassifying tone in ambiguous case, F0 does not obviously increases at the end of frame and does not oscillate in rising tone. In contrast to flatten tone, it often oscillates when there are rising. It was noticed that in female voices, the F0 value tends to increase in rising tone and increase with oscillation in mid tone. Quite the opposite, the F0 values of male voices are almost constant in rising tone and decrease in mid tone. From these results, the step 4 was used to calculate the periodic of oscillation, which is an important feature to distinguish the mid tone from rising tone.

Considering flattening, oscillation and rising of F0, the performance can be improved to 100%. From the results of this algorithm, only rising level of F0 could not indicate the type of tone correctly as shown in Figure 6. Flattening, oscillation and rising of F0 plays the major role to detect the tone of Thai consonants. In the future research, this algorithm will be improved the recognition rate for consonant recognition.
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